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The pressure effects on the normal state electronic struc-
ture, the superexchange interaction, and the critical tem-
perature of d-type superconductivity mediated by mag-
netic pairing have been studied within the multielectron
hybrid scheme LDA+GTB that takes into account elec-
tron correlations inCuO2 planes. We have found the
changes of the multibandp-d model parameters at 3%
compression of different symmetry: a) hydrostatic, b)
along thec-axis, c) ina-b plane. We have studied the
changes of the Fermi surface under external pressure for

different hole doping concentrationx. In general this ef-
fect is too small except two critical concentrationsxc1 ≈
0.15 andxc2 = 0.24 where the Lifshitz transitions oc-
cur with the change of the Fermi surface topology. In
the vicinity of the critical concentration we have found
the giant change of the Fermi surface area up to 100%
related to the pressure induced Lifshitz transition. The
effects of pressure on the antiferromagnetic couplingJ
and the mean-field value ofTc are obtained in a good
agreement to experimental data.
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1 Introduction In spite of a remarkable progress in
physics of high-Tc superconducting cuprates our under-
standing of the unusual normal state in a wide doping and
temperature range as well as the origin of superconducting
pairing is far from being complete. In this situation exper-
imental study under external pressureP is exceptionally
valuable as an in situ way to probe the electronic struture
and the temperatureTc response [1]. The maximal value of
Tc for cuprates has been achieved in the optimally doped
three-layer compoundHgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+y (Hg−1223)
with Tc ≈ 134K at ambient pressure [2], reaching a value
near160K at hydrostatic pressure30GPa [3]. A combi-
nation of the hydrostatic and uniaxial pressure results in a
separation of different structural effects on the electronic
structure parameters and the hydrostaticdTc/dP and uni-
axial pressure derivativesdTc/dPi(i = a, b, c) [4–6].

Empirically, several correlations ofTc and structural
parameter changes under pressure have been revealed [1,7,
8]. Two key structural quantities have been suggested: the

CuO4 placket area (or the bond lengthl between copper
and in-plane oxygen), and the Cu-apical oxygen distance
ho. The role of the apical oxygen on the electronic proper-
ties has been addressed in several theoretical works [9–13]
as the effect of interlayer coupling in the phonon-mediated
BCS-like theory [14].

Recently, the time-frequency resolved spectroscopy
[15] has revealed a dominant role of the non-retarding
electronic mechanism of pairing. The antiferromagnetic
nearest neighbor exchange interactionJ is one of the can-
didates for the electronic pairing. The experimental studies
[16–18] have founddJ/dP > 0 under hydrostatic pres-
sure. However we didnt find any publications concerning
the uniaxial pressure effect onJ . The normal state elec-
tronic properties as the electronic band structure and the
Fermi surface under external pressure are less studied. It
is clear that a consistent theoretical description and new
predictions of the pressure effects on the properties of both
normal and superconducting phases may results in a more
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profound understanding of the unsolved problems of the
highTc cuprates.

In this paper we have realized this program within the
hybrid multielectron approach LDA+GTB [19,20], where
LDA is the conventional local density approximation to
the density functional theory, and GTB is the general-
ized tight binding method proposed for strongly correlated
electronic systems [21,22]. The GTB method is a version
of the cluster perturbation theory with all local interac-
tions inside theCuO4(CuO6) unit cell treated by exact
diagonalization and the intercell hoppingt by the pertur-
bation theory overt/Ect whereEct is the charge trans-
fer gap of the parent undoped insulator (La2CuO4 for
La2−xSrxCuO4). Within the LDA+GTB approach at am-
bient pressure we have calculated the exchange interaction
J = 0.14eV for La2CuO4 [23], and have shown that with
doping there are two Lifshits transitions with the change
of the Fermi surface. Atxc1 = 0.15 four small hole pock-
ets centered around(π/2, π/2) transformed into two hole
pockets around(π, π). At xc2 = 0.24 the small pocket dis-
appears and atx > 0.24 only one large hole Fermi surface
remains [24,25].

Under external hydrostatic and uniaxial pressure we
have calculated the changes of the tight-binding parame-
ters for the 5-bandp-d model within the LDA approach in
Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 we give a brief outlook of the LDA+GTB
method for the electronic structure in the spin liquid mag-
netic background with a strong short-range antiferromag-
netic order. The changes of the Fermi surface area under
the external pressure for different doping value are dis-
cussed in Sec. 4. The pressure effect on the exchange in-
teraction is given in Sec. 5. Sec. 6 contains the effect of
pressure onTc that results from both the changers of the
normal state electronic structure and the coupling constant
J . The discussion of results is given in Sec. 7.

2 Deformation dependence of tight-binding pa-
rameters for the 5-band p-d model within the LDA
approach We model the electronic system of aCuO2

layer in cuprates within the multibandp-d model [26] that
includes twoCu orbitals:dx2

−y2 (noted asdx2 below) and
d3z2

−r2(dz2 ), and three orbitals of oxygen:px, py for in-
plane oxygen andpz for apical oxygen. The Hamiltonian
of this model includes the local single-hole energies at dif-
ferent orbitals, the hopping matrix elements, and the in-
traatomic Coulomb interactions onCu andO, it has been
discussed in many papers (see, f.e. [19,20,22]) and we
do not repeat it here. The tight-binding parameters of the
Hamiltonian at ambient pressure has been calculated for
La2−xSrxCuO4 by construction of the Wannier functions
of the same symmetry starting from the LDA approach
[19]. Here we use the same approach to find the changes
of the tight-binding parameters under external pressure.

We simulate the effect of applied pressure as follows
(see Fig. 1):

(a) (b) (с)

Figure 1 Three ways of microscopic simulation of theCuO6

octahedron compression induced by (a) hydrostatic, (b) uniaxial
and (c) in-plane applied pressure. The expansion of theCuO4

squares in the (b) case and elongation ofc parameter in the (c)
case were derived from an empirical condition of constant unit
cell volume.

• as known up to∼ 15GPa the ratioc/a(b) remains con-
stant showing microscopic picture isotropic [27]. Thus
the hydrostatic pressureP effect is simulated by the
3% deformation of the unit cell volumeV (P ) and
∼ 1% deformation in the unit cell linear sized(P ) =
3
√
0.97d, whered = a, b, c is a lattice parameter;

• uniaxial pressure along thec-axisPc effect is simulated
by the 3% reduction in the structuralc-parameter at the
constant unit cell volumeV (Pc);

• in-planePab pressure effect is simulated by the∼ 1%
reduction in the structurala andb parametersa(Pab)
andb(Pab) at the constant unit cell volumeV (Pab).

In the first and last cases, we have selected the equivalent
magnitudes of in-plane deformation (with opposite strains
alongc-axis) in order to be able to highlight the superex-
changeJ(P ) dependence on the ratioc/a(b). Despite the
fact that the table shows the same vectors, a system of the
connecting vectors varies slightly with increasing pressure.
Unfortunately, we cant study the uniaxial pressure effects
along a and b axis in this approach, because it changes the
Wannier functions symmetry.

The last line in Table 1 containes the value of the su-
perexchange interaction that will be discussed below in
Sec. 5.

3 LDA+GTB method for the electronic struc-
ture in the spin liquid magnetic background with
strong short-range antiferromagnetic order The cell
approach of the generalized tight binding method [22,
28] is used to take into account strong electron correla-
tions in the unit cell explicitly. A crystal lattice is divided
into unit cells, so that the Hamiltonian is presented by
H = H0 + H1, where the componentH0 is the sum of
intracell terms and the componentH1 takes into account
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Table 1 Structural parametersa, b, c, single electron energies, hopping parameters,J(P ) for orthorhombicLa214 (all values except
the connecting vectors ineV ). Herex2, z2, px, py , pz denoteCu-dx2

−y2 , Cu-d3z2−r2 , O-px, O-py , O-pz orbital respectively.

Parameters Connecting vectors 3% compression
alongc axis

Undeformed ma-
terial

3% hydrostatic
compression

In-plane compres-
sion

a 5.416 5.335 5.281 5.281

b 5.498 5.415 5.360 5.360

c 12.724 13.117 12.985 13.386

ǫx2 -2.031 -1.849 -2.174 -2.456

ǫx2 − ǫz2 0.119 0.225 0.191 0.215

ǫx2 − ǫpx 0.983 0.957 0.965 0.952

ǫx2 − ǫpy 0.983 0.957 0.965 0.952

ǫx2 − ǫpz -0.503 -0.173 -0.659 -0.614

t(x2, x2) (-0.493, -0.5) -0.173 -0.188 -0.187 -0.188

t(z2, z2) (-0.493, -0.5) 0.050 0.054 0.054 0.052

t(x2, px) (0.246, 0.25, -0.02) 1.302 1.355 1.424 1.422

t(z2, px) (0.246, 0.25, -0.02) -0.547 -0.556 -0.571 -0.548

t(z2, pz) (0,0.5, 0.041) 0.851 0.773 0.811 0.748

t(px, py) (0.493, 0.0) -0.854 -0.858 -0.882 -0.889

t(px, pz) (-0.246, -0.21, 0.465) -0.447 -0.391 -0.409 -0.370

J(∆J%) 0.140 (-5.7%) 0.149 0.160 (+7.4%) 0.162 (+8.2%)

the intercell hopping and interactions. The componentH0

is exactly diagonalized. The exact multielectron cell states
|n,Θ〉 with energiesEnΘ are determined, where indexn
numerates the eigenstates within three subsectors of the
Gilbert space with hole numbersnh = 0 (hole vacuum
d10p6 with spinS = 0), nh = 1 (mixedd9p6 andd10p5

configurations), andnh = 2 (mixed d9p5, d10p4, d8p6

configurations), spin indexΘ = σ, S,M for the single
hole doublet with spin projectionσ = ±1, two hole sin-
glet S = 0 and triplet statesM = 0,+1,−1. Then these
states are used to construct the Hubbard operators of the
unit cell Rf : XnΘ,n′Θ′

f = |nΘ〉〈n′Θ′|. Thereafter, the
componentH1 is exactly written in theX-operator repre-
sentation and intercell interactions are included in terms
of the perturbation theory. The cluster perturbation theory
for the electronic structure, the superexchange interaction
and the magnetic mechanism of pairing at ambient pres-
sure for the undeformedCuO2 layer are described in our
previous reviews [20,29]. Here we have presented in brief
the main ideas and results of the LDA+GTB approach that
is necessary to understand the forthcoming results of Sec.
4. The electron (and hole) in this approach is described as
a linear combination of different fermionic quasipartices,
each of them is the excitations between an initial and a fi-
nal multielectron terms|nΘ〉 with change of the electronic
number±1. For example, excitations from|1σ〉 to |0〉
configurations is the electron addition quasiparticle form-
ing the conductivity band. Various Fermi-type excitations
from |1σ〉 to |2, S〉 and|2,M〉 corresponds to the electron
removal quasiparticles forming subbands of the valence
band. All such quasiparticles are fermionic and have the

electric charge 1 and spin1/2, nevertheless it is convenient
to call there subbands as singlet and triplet bands depend-
ing on the type of the final state. Thus, in more simplified
three bandp-d model the term singlet band is often used
for the fermionic band forming with participation of the
Zhang-Rice singlet.

For undopedLa2CuO4 the LDA+GTB approach
results in the charge transfer insulator with the gap
Ect = 1.7eV [20]. To study the electronic structure
at small excitation energies and the Fermi surface one
may simplify the problem by constructing the effective
low energy Hamiltonian. The low-energy Hamiltonian for
La2xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) is thet-t′-t′′-J∗-model obtained
via exclusion of the interband (through the charge-transfer
gap) excitations. HereJ∗ means that besides the Heisen-
berg exchange term a three-site correlated hoppingH3 is
also includedHt−J∗ = Ht−J + H3. In the wide range
of hole doping beyond the long range antifferomagnetic
order atx < 0.03 LSCO is characterized by a short range
antiferromagnetic order that had been described as an
isotropic spin liquid with zero mean value of every pro-
jection of local spin〈Sx〉 = 〈Sy〉 = 〈Sz〉 = 0 and
nonzero spin correlation functionsCij at different sited
Ri, Rj , Cij = 〈Sr

i S
r
j 〉 is the same for all spin projections

r = x, y, z. These correlation functions determines the
electronic self energyΣ(k) of the electronic Green func-
tion Gkσ(E) in the non crossing diagram approximation
[24]

Gkσ(E) =
(1 + x)/2

E − ǫ+ µ− 1+x
2 t(k)− 1−x2

4
t̃2

U
−Σ(k)

.

(1)
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Figure 2 (a) The splitting of the Fermi surface for hydrostatic pressure atx = 0.145. The relative change in the areaδsmall = −7.1%
for a small pocket andδlarge = 92.9% for a large pocket. (b) The splitting of the Fermi surface forthe pressure in thea-b plane at
x = 0.15 (δsmall = −14.0%, δlarge = 85.9%). (c) The splitting of the Fermi surface for the pressure along c-axis atx = 0.151

(δsmall = 17.1%, δlarge = −82.9%). Hereδsmall(large) = (S
(pressure)
small(large) − S(undeformed))/S(undeformed)

· 100% for (a) and (b),

andδsmall(large) = (S(pressure)
− S

(undeformed)

small(large)
)/S(pressure)

· 100% for (c).

Hereǫ is the singledx2-hole energy,µ is the chemical po-
tential, t(k) is the Fourier transform of the intercell hop-
ping with t, t′, t′′ hopping parameters,t̃(k) is similar func-
tion with the interband hopping parameterst̃, t̃′, t̃′′ (hop-
ping from siteRi to siteRj and from upper Hubbard band
to low Hubbard throw the gapU ). The self energyΣ(k) is
given by

Σ(k) =
1

N

2

1 + x

∑

q

{Y1K(q)− 3

2
Y2C(q)}, (2)

where

Y1 = t(q)− 1− x

2
J(k− q)− x

t̃2(q)
U

− (1+ x)
t̃(k)t̃(q)

U
,

(3)

Y2 = t(k − q)− 1− x

2

(

J(q)− t̃(k − q)
U

)

−(1 + x)
t̃(k)t̃(k − q)

U
, (4)

In these expressionsC(q) is the Fourier transform of the
spin correlation functionCij . The functionK(q) is the
kinematic correlation function straightforwardly expressed
via Green function (1). The spin correlation functionC(q)
had been found within the isotropic spin liquid approach
[30,31].

The electronic self energy, spin correlation function,
and chemical potential had been found self-consistently for
different doping concentrationx [24]. The spin correlation
functions and the electronic band structure appears to be
strongly doping dependent, as well as the Fermi surface.
At small doping there are 4 hole pockets centered near

(π/2, π/2) in agreement with many theoretical calcula-
tions for the lightly doped antiferromagnetic insulator [32–
36]. Increasing doping results in the two Lifshitz transi-
tions [37] at the critical pointsxc1 = 0.15 andxc2 = 0.24
[24,25]. Forxc1 < x < xc2 there are two hole Fermi sur-
faces centered at(π, π), the smaller one disappears atxc2.
Abovexc2 the large hole Fermi surface corresponds to the
conventional Fermi liquid normal state.

4 The change of the Fermi surface area under
the external pressure for different doping Chang-
ing the energy parameters of the electronic structure
La2−xSrxCuO4 by external pressure results in the change
of the band structure and Fermi energy, and with them the
shape of the Fermi surface. The changing of the shape
of the Fermi surface in turn leads to a change in the nu-
merical value of the area of its extreme sections that may
be checked by quantum oscillations experiment in strong
magnetic field. As it is known, the oscillation frequency
ω = (∆( 1

H
))−1 of the magnetization in the de Haas - van

Alphen effect is proportional to this areaS [37]:

ω =
cS

2πeh̄
. (5)

From relationship it follows that the relative change in the
oscillation frequency is equal to the relative change in the
area of the extremal section of the Fermi surface:

∆ω

ω
=

∆S

S
. (6)

We found that for 3% deformation and concentrations
of the hole dopingx outside the regionxc1 < x < xc2

value of relative changes in the areaδ = ∆S
S

< 10−3.
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Such changes are too small to be revealed in the modern
oscillation experiment with typical resolution inδ about 3-
4% [38]. Obviously, the maximum relative change in cross-
sectional area of the Fermi surface to be expected at a point
where one of the surfaces (with or without pressure) splits.
Fermi surfaces for these points for all three types of pres-
sure are shown in Fig. 2. The relative changes in the area
of the Fermi surfaces are shown in Table 2.

5 The pressure effect on the exchange interac-
tion There are several approaches to study of superex-
change interaction. The straightforward one is the calcu-
lation with the intermediated two-hole states which arise
through hopping from copper to oxygen in perturbation
theory of fourth order [39,40]. Another approach is a cell
perturbation theory taking into account two hole excited
states. Using the LDA+GTB approach and extending the
cell perturbation theory to an arbitrary numbers of the ex-
cited two hole cell states, we had calculated the superex-
change interaction in theLa2CuO4 at ambient pressure
[23]. The superexchange interaction appears at the second
order of the cell perturbation theory with respect to the
interband hopping, it is formed by the virtual excitations
from occupied valence band with singlet and triplet two-
hole origin through the insulating gap to the conduction
band and back.

We obtained that the superexchange interaction

J = JA − JB =

Ns
∑

n=1

t0,nsij

∆ns

−
NT
∑

m=1

t0,mij

2∆m

. (7)

is given by a sum of the antiferromagnetic (AFM)JA con-
tributions from all two-hole singlets with excitation ener-
gies∆ns = Ens−2E1σ and a sum of all ferromagneticJB
contributions from the triplet two hole states with excita-
tion energies∆m = Em − 2E1σ. At ambient pressure the
hopping matrix elements and the excitation energies had
been calculated from theab initio parameters and the to-
tal superexchange interaction [23] is close to experimental
value0.146eV [41].

Here we have calculated the changes in the superex-
change interaction under external pressure of different
symmetry. The valueJ(P ) is shown in the last line of Ta-
ble 1 above in Sec. 2. It is increasing by +7.4% under 3%
hydrostatic compression. At the same time, the superex-
change interaction is slightly reduced by -5.7% under the
uniaxial compression alongc-axis. The in-plane deforma-
tion results in theJ increase similar to the hydrostatic
loading. According to the available experimental data the
superexchange interaction had been increased by +8.8% at
3% - hydrostatic compression under pressure5.6GPa. In
all cases, for hydrostatic (or in-plane) and uniaxial com-
pressions theJ(P ) correlates well with an area of the
CuO4 squares. The magnitude of isotropic and planar
compressions was chosen from the condition of equality
CuO4 square areas. At the same time deformations along

thec axis have opposite signs, and the unit cell volume is
constant.
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Figure 3 The superconducting temperatureTc versus hole con-
centrationx for the absent pressure (black solid line), the hydro-
static pressure (red dashed line), the in-plane pressure (green dot-
ted line) and the pressure alongc-axis (blue dash-dotted line).

6 Effect of pressure on the superconducting
transition temperature Within the LDA-GTB approach
the AFM superexchange directly results in thed-type su-
perconducting pairing similar to the Hubbard model in
the strong correlation limit [42,43]. The mean-field the-
ory of thed-type superconductivity in the limit of strong
electron correlations results in the following equation for
the superconducting gap∆k = ∆0φ(k), where∆0 is the
gap amplitude andφ(k) = (cos kxa − cos kya)/2 is the
angular part of the order parameter

1

λ
=

1

N

∑

q

4φ2(q)
ξ(q)− µ

tanh

(

ξ(q)− µ

kBT

)

. (8)

HerekB is the Boltzmann constant,T is the temperature,
ξ(q) is the hole dispersion in the superconducting phase.
The magnetic coupling constantλ = J(1 − x)/2. The ex-
ternal pressure effects on the renormalization of the disper-
sion of the normal and superconducting phases and on the
magnetic coupling constant. Fig. 3 shows the dependencies
Tc(x) obtained for the ambient pressure and the external
pressure of different symmetry. We can see that our val-
ues ofTc are too large, this is an usual drawback of the
mean field theory that cannot pretend to give the correct
value of the critical temperature for all phase transitions.
We pay attention that the relative change ofTc under ex-
ternal pressure, the quantityd ln(Tc)

dp
= 1

Tc

dTc

dp
is more reli-

able and may be compared with the experimental data. The
doping dependence1

Tc(x)
dTc(x)

dp
obtained under the hydro-

static pressurep = 5.6GPa (such pressure corresponds
to the relative decrease in the volume ofǫ = 0.03) is
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Table 2 The relative change in the area of the Fermi surfaces under pressure.

type of pressure
hole dopingx

0.145 0.15 0.151 0.16 0.22

hydrostatic pressure -7.076; 92.932 (3) -14.07; 85.941 (3)2.128; -93.055 (4) 2.554; 1.071 (4) 13.458; 2.08 (4)

in-plane pressure -1.2 (1) -14.032; 85.941 (3) 2.151; 97.096 (4) 2.554; 1.071 (4) -57.582; -8.913 (4)

pressure alongc-axis -1.2 (1) 0.0 (1) -17.075; 82.933 (2) -1.994; -82.912 (4) -19.788; -3.063 (4)

The number in the round brackets indicates which of the four possible cases sold:

(1) both of the Fermi surfaces (with and without pressure) are not cleaved; in the cell there is a numberδ = (S(pressure)
−

S(undeformed))/S(undeformed)
· 100%;

(2) the Fermi surface for undeformed case is cleaved and the Fermi surface for the case with the pressure is not cleaved; inthe cell
there are numbersδsmall(large) = (S(pressure)

− S
(undeformed)
small(large) )/S(pressure)

· 100%;
(3) the Fermi surface for undeformed case is not cleaved and the Fermi surface for the case with the pressure is cleaved; inthe cell

there are numbersδsmall(large) = (S
(pressure)
small(large) − S(undeformed))/S(undeformed)

· 100%;
(4) both of the Fermi surfaces (with and without pressure) are cleaved; in the cell there are numbersδsmall(large) =

(S
(pressure)
small(large) − S

(undeformed)
small(large) )/S

(undeformed)
small(large) · 100%.

shown in Fig. 4a. It can be seen that the order of the quan-
tity 1

Tc

dTc

dp
coincide with the experimentally found value

(

1
Tc

dTc

dp

)

experiment
= 0.04GPa−1 atx = 0.15 [6].
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Figure 4 The relative change of the superconducting temperature
Tc under external pressure versus hole concentrationx. The dop-
ing dependence 1

Tc(x)
dTc(x)

dp
obtained under (a) the hydrostatic

pressurep = 5.6GPa, (b) pressure along thec-axis and (c) pres-
sure in thea-b plane.

Let us now discuss the change ofTc under pressure
along thec-axis and in thea-b plane. Since we could not
find in the literature the compressibility factors for these

two types of pressure, we limited by the performance of the
dependencies 1

Tc(x)
dTc(x)
dǫa−b

and 1
Tc(x)

dTc(x)
dǫc

(Fig. 4b and 4c)

not bringing dependencies 1
Tc(x)

dTc(x)
dpa−b

and 1
Tc(x)

dTc(x)
dpc

.

We only mark that the signs of derivatives1
Tc(x)

dTc(x)
dpa−b

and
1

Tc(x)
dTc(x)
dpc

are opposite to each other and are equal to the
signs found in experimental studies [6].

7 Conclusions The experimental studies of high-Tc

cuprates properties under external pressure are mostly con-
cerned with the critical temperature and structural param-
eters dependence on pressure. Here we have considered
more wide range of properties: the electronic structure, the
superexchange interaction and the critical temperature. At
moderate pressure∼ 10GPa the deformation of lattice is
rather weak, just several percents. The changes of the elec-
tronic structure parameters are also quite small. We have
calculated the effect of pressure on the area of the Fermi
surface that can be verified by quantum oscillations mea-
surements and predict strong increase of this effect for the
doping close to the critical concentrationxc1 = 0.15 and
xc2 = 0.24 of the Lifshitz transition. The effect of pres-
sure on the superexchange interaction is more stronger and
has different signs for the deformations alongc-axis and
in (a, b)-plane. The same different signs we have obtained
for the relative change of theTc under anisotropic deforma-
tions. For the isotropic pressure the relative change ofTc

is in a good agreement to the experimental data. The main
contribution to theTc shift under external pressure results
from the effect of pressure on the superexchange interac-
tion that is the coupling in the magnetic mechanism of pair-
ing. The electron-phonon interaction contribution to theTc

is still under debates; certainly it also will be affected by
the external pressure. Nevertheless we do not know now
how to estimate it reliably, that is why this problem is out-
side of the scope of this paper.
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